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Abstract The use of superconducting rf-cavities in new accelerator projects
or upgrades has become very attractive in recent years. The reasons for
this development is a better understanding of the mechanisms responsible for
limitations encountered in the past.
The use of high thermal conductivity niobium and the application of
advanced surface preparation and assembly techniques have shifted the
breakdown field levels to values where field emission is the dominating
limitation.
Completely equipped prototype and production units have successfully been
operated at accelerating gradients of 5-10 MV1m and recently the
installation of 32 five-cell cavities in the TRISTAN tunnel has been
completed.
INTRODUCTION
RF -superconductivity and its application in particle accelerators is becoming
increasingly interesting for a majority of accelerator laboratories around the
world. This is a significant development, which started two and a half decades
ago at Stanford University with the first acceleration of electrons in a lead-plated
it 5copper cavi y.
The contributions of two pioneering laboratories in the early 1970's are
nowadays nearly forgotten:
a) at Stanford UniversityIHEPL, the Superconducting Linear Accelerator (SCA),
was built. Until recently, this machine was the largest superconducting
accelerator, with 34 m of niobium structure, and has provided a significant
portion of SRF-produced voltage worldwide;6
b) at the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe plans for a proton and heavy ion
machine were developed and prototype sections were tested with beam. In
addition, a superconducting particle separator was developed in a joint effort
with CERN. The basis for some of the present developments was laid with the
design, manufacturing and testing of the first fully equipped storage ring
. 7,8,9
cavity,
The R&D efforts in both laboratories contributed to the understanding and
18
elimination of fundamental problems in subsequent years:
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a). Resonant electron-loading ("Multipacting") was eventually eliminated by
appropriate choice of cavity geometry.
b). Thermal stabilization of cavities was accomplished by increasing the thermal
conductivity of the walls.
c). The importance of field emission was investigated and reduction of field
emission induced electron loading was achieved by developing appropriate cleaning
and handling techniques.
In the following, it is attempted to review the present status of accelerator
projects making use of SRF technology and possible future developments are
being discussed.
STATUS OF PRESENT PROJECT
1. Heavy ion projects
The Argonne Tandem Linac System (ATLAS) is in operation in its present form
since 1985. A very low velocity 12 MV injector using interdigital structures is
presently being added.
A number of heavy ion linacs have been completed at SUNY Stony Brook,
Florida State University, University of Washington, and CEN Saclay, and
operating experiences in excess of 40,000 hours have been collected.
Projects at JAERI, Kansas State University, University of Munich, INFN
Legnaro and Sao Paulo are in progress.
Recent reviews of heavy ion accelerator projects can be found in
ref. 4 and 11.
2. Nuclear physics instruments"
Recirculating linacs for nuclear physics research are under construction at
CEBAF in Newport News and at the University of Darmstadt; prototype
developments and planning is taking place at Saclay IFrance and INFN
Frascati/Italy.
At CEBAF, twelve 5-cell, 1500 MHz niobium prototype cavities, developed
at Cornell for storage ring applications and manufactured by five different
companies have been tested at accelerating gradients between 5 MV1m and 12
MV1m with Q-values ranging from 2 x 108 to 1018 • Various tests of cavity
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pairs have been conducted in a vertical test cryostat and in prototype cryounits.
Two of these pairs have been chemically treated, assembled and tested at
Interatom/West Germany. With escorts, the cavities were carefully transported to
CEBAF under vacuum, via airplane, without degradation of performance.
A 'full cryomodule of eight cavities is assembled and testing is scheduled for
September 1989.
A contract for 360 cavities has been placed with an industrial manufacturer
and a delivery rate of 12 tuned cavities per month is anticipated at full
production.
Portions of the 130 MeV linac at the University of Darmstadt are routinely
used for atomic and nuclear physics experiments while additional efforts are
directed towards improvement of the performance of existing 2Q-cell accelerator
sections and implementation of new sections manufactured from high thermal
conductivity niobium. The best section was operated at 6.8 MV [tn. In
collaboration with the University of Wuppertal, the existing reactor grade
niobium structures could be upgraded from 2-4 MY1m to 4--6 MV1m by the
application of a titanium solid state gettering process.
At Saclay, a prototype test of a cryomodule for ALS II equipped with four
5-cell cavities is scheduled for March 1990. The design accelerating gradient for
this module is 8 MV [in. In several single cell and multi-cell cavities these field
levels have been measured.
LISA, a 25 to 50 MeV superconducting Iinac project with four 4-cell 500
MHz cavities, is scheduled for commissioning at INFN/Frascati in 1990. ARES,
a feasibility study for a 500 MeV nuclear physics machine, is under way. This
instrument, with cavities operating at 10 MV [tu, would also be used as a FEL
driver.
Other FEL projects using superconducting cavities are under development at
Stanford University/HEPL, TRW, JAERI, and Los Alamos, where upgrades of
existing accelerator systems are also being considered.
3. Storage Ring Projects
In 1974, a 0.6 m long niobium accelerating structure was used in the Cornell 10
GeV Electron Synchrotron to accelerate an electron beam to 4 GeV and marked
the first application of SRF technology in High Energy Physics Accelerators.
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In the late 1970's, the development of accelerating modules for application
in storage rings started and a series of beam test of such devices have been
conducted at KfK, Cornell, DESY, KEK and CERN ovrr the years.12 The
outcome of these developments and experiments confirmed the expectations in the
technology and has paved the way for three large scale projects at DESY, KEK
and CERN as indicated in Table I.
Table I Storage ring projects using superconducting cavities.
Laboratory KEK DESY CERN
Project TRISTAN HERA LEP
Frequency (MHz) 508 500 352
Structure 5-cell 4-cell 4-cell
Material Nb Nb Nb I Cu/Nb
No. of cavities 32 16 16 / 8
Operating T 4.2 K 4.2 K 4.2 K
Design field 5 MV/m 4 MV/m 5 MV/m
Q at design field 2 x 109 2 x 109 3 x 109
DESY-HERA
Following a successful beam test of a HERA prototype module at gradients >
5 MV1m, sixteen 4-cell cavities and eight cryostats are on order and are
scheduled for delivery and installation early next year.
A new beam test in PETRA with the goal of storing a 60 rnA beam is
scheduled for September 1989.
CERN-LEP
A LEP prototype cavity has been operated in the SPS for more than 8000 h at
gradients up to 7 MY1m without performance degradation.
A complete LEP module consisting of four 4-cell cavities assembled in a
common cryostat is ready for installation in LEP. All cavities exceeded fields of
5 MV1m with Q-values of 3 x 109 in laboratory tests.
The method of sputter coating high thermal conductivity copper cavities
with a thin layer of niobium has been perfected to a state where CERN plans
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Fig. 1 TRISTAN 5 cell cavity
to use 8 such cavities in LEP. Four of these 8 cavities have been built and
have exceeded the design Q-values and accelerating gradients:
Q = 5 - 7 X 109 E > 8 MY/m.
, ace
Orders for 20 cavities and auxiliary parts, i.e, couplers and tuners, have
been placed with industry;14 delivery and installation will be completed by 1991.
KEK- TRISTAN
After successful tests of two 5-cell, 500 MHz structures (see Fig. 1) in the
accumulator ring of TRISTAN in early 1988, 16 industrially manufactured
cavities operating at an average maximum gradient of 6.8 MY/m have been
installed in TRISTAN and have provided 110 MV of accelerating voltage. An
additional 16 cavities have been tested in vertical and horizontal cryostats and
are being installed in TRISTAN. Fig. 2 shows the outstanding performance of
all 32 cavities.Ii
TRISTAN has not only become the largest SRF accelerator in the world
(bypassing the Stanford/HEPL accelerator) but also the most successful large
scale application of SRF technology.
LIMITATIONS AND CHALLENGES OF SRF TECHNOLOGY FOR FUTURE
APPLICATIONS
It is generally agreed that Lepton colliders in the Te V-range would complement
large Hadron colliders like the SSC in gaining more understanding of the
fundamental nature of matter.
Superconducting linear colliders have been suggested as tools to accomplish
this goal;18 such systems are economically feasible only if considerably higher
gradients up to 50 MV1m and Q-values above 1018 can be achieved in cavities.
What prevents the implementation of such an instrument today?
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Fig. 2 Results of the 32 TRISTAN cavities as obtained in vertical
and horizontal cryostat tests
a). Field limitations
For a long time, cavities were limited by thermal instabilities caused by foreign
material inclusions in the wall material, or manufacturing flaws or surface
contamination.
This is no longer the case because these defects can be thermally stabilized
by improved thermal conductivity of the superconducting material. At the
present time, field emission has become the dominant limitation in cavities. The
emission characteristics of electrons emitted from point-like sources located in
high electric field regions on a cavity surface and accelerated in the cavity rf
fields is similar to the de-emission observed on broad area electrodes. From
studies conducted at the University of Geneva on niobium samples, it is known
that UHV heat treatment above lOOOoC reliably reduces field emission.1 '1
Intensive studies of the field emission phenomenon in rf fields are going on
in various laboratories. IS
At Cornell University, a high speed temperature mapping system is used in
single cell tests to understand, control and eliminate field emission. High
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temperature heat treatments in an UHV furnace up to 1350° C resulted in
improvements of the field emission behavior and surface electric fields up to 53
MV1m corresponding to a surface magnetic field of 1350 De have been measured.
Preliminary results suggest that residues from chemical treatments, water rinsing
and condensation of residual gas during cooldown enhance field emission.
Also at Cornell, the highest electric field of 145 MY1m ever achieved in a
cavity corresponding to a H k f = 1345 De, has been recentlypea , .ur ace
measured in a specially designed TM
8 28
mode cavity. Also, at the same
laboratory, an experimental program to explore helium processing of field emitters
with high peak power pulses is in progress. The objective of this effort is to
reach the theoretical field limit of the superheated field of 2000 De at 1.8 K.1 9
At the University of Wuppertal, a new record field l~vel of E :f = 70
sur
MV1m was measure in a S-band cavity after high temperature heat treatment in
a Ti-box and subsequent rinsing of the cavity with semiconductor grade
methanol.28
At CEN Saclay, a program for systematically studying both de field
emission on samples and rf field emission in a TM -mode cavity with the
82.
capability of further identifying the emission sites with surface analytical
instrumentation is in progress.
SURFACE RESISTANCE LIMITATIONS
In contrary to the microscopic Bes theory, which predicts an exponential
decrease of the surface resistance of a superconductor towards the lowest
temperatures, the observed surface resistance is always limited at some finite
values, a nearly temperature independent residual resistance. This residual
resistance, which is not well understood, limits the observed Q-values to a few
times 101• in smaller cavities and even lower values in larger assemblies. This
is caused by loss mechanisms not related to the superconducting properties of the
material such as oxide interface losses, contamination, or foreign material
inclusions. Careful procedures to avoid contamination with particulate matter or
gases have to be applied to limit degradation of superconducting cavity surfaces
and for future applications of high gradient cavities a better understanding of the
causes for residual losses and cures for eliminating them have to be invented.
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Supersensitive thermometers in superfluid helium have been used in preliminary
experiments at Cornell University to find that the surface resistance is not
uniformly distributed as usually assumed.21
It is the exponential dependence of the surface resistance on the ratio of
transition temperature to bath temperature (T IT) which has triggered the
e
interest in materials with higher critical temperatures like NbaSn, NbN, NbTiN
and-since 1987-the ceramic superconductors like YBa CuO. In addition, these
materials also promise higher critical fields proportional to T .
e
At Wuppertal University, 1.5 and 3 GHz single cell Nb Sn cavities prepared
a
by the well known tin vapor diffusion process have given accelerating gradients
up to 10 MV1m and Q-values of several times 109 at 4.2 K, a factor of about
50 higher than niobium at this temperature.2 2
At CERN, a Q-value of 2.4 x 1018 at 4.2 K was observed in a 500 MHz
NbaSn cavity, a factor 7 better than niobium.
Development of NbN and NbTiN-coatings are being pursued at INFN,
Saclay, and CERN, respectively.
The rf behavior of ceramic superconductors is investigated at several
laboratories in the form of single crystals, bulk polycrystalline samples or
epitaxially grown films prepared by sputtering, coevaporation or laser ablation.
The rf surface resistance is a parameter very sensitive to the material structure
and the large observed scatter in the experimental data indicate difficulties in
reproducing material preparation techniques.
An extensive summary of the present status of the field is given in ref. 23;
Fig. 3 shows selected data for the frequency dependence of the surface resistance
of various films obtained in different laboratories compared to copper at 77 K.
In electromagnetic fields of a. few Oe surface resistance increases have been
observed, which are frequency dependent and saturate at 10 mOhm in
polycrystalline films. But superconductivity prevails up to 640 Oe. This
behavior has been explained by the critical state model and flux flow.~" In a
single crystal produced by AT&T and measured at Cornell University, no
dependence of the surface resistance on magnetic rf field was observed up to 100
Oe.
Electrophoretically deposited films of YBa CuO in a magnetic field onto a
silver substrate gave encouraging low rf surface resistances. This technique,
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developed at the University of Wuppertal, seems to be very suitable for coating
large, complex shaped cavities.
SUMMARY
RF -superconductivity has attracted the interest of an increasing number of
accelerator laboratories and a significant number of large scale projects are
underway or in the planning stages. This trend is caused by the progress made
in understanding and elimination of fundamental limitations observed.
The niobium producing industry has responded to the need for high thermal
conductivity niobium and a variety of manufacturing companies have acquired
the technology to produce fully equipped accelerator modules. The Tristan-SRF-
group at KEK has with the successful implementation of a string of 32 cavities
shown the way for other projects in how to master a difficult task.
Fundamental studies of the causes of field emission and the invention of
cures are under way and hopefully will pave the road for achieving higher
gradients needed for linear collider application of the SRF technology. Less
attention is presently devoted to investigating the causes of residual losses and in
the future this might prove to be an important area to gain more understanding
if higher gradients in cavities demand higher Q-values.
Ceramic superconductors are of great interest, but at the present state of
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